I Wonder Reflection
There are plenty of skills to make a presentation good, but here are 5 really good
ones One is eye contact. If you don't make eye contact then you just read from the
paper, which is kind of boring. A load voice so everyone can hear. A good pace so you
don't stutter or talk toflfast. Know a lot about your topic so your presentation is not just 1
minute. Like the topic you are doing so you don't sound miserable when you are
presenting.
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I personally think I did ok on my presentation. I had pretty good eye contact, a
loud enough voice so everyone could hear, a good pace, I knew quite a lot about my
topic, and I liked my topic. The only thing I need to work on is being more enthusiastic.
Because my classmates say that I just sounded kind of not happy. Honestly, I liked my
topic, I guess I just don't have a very enth iastic voice. I will for sure do all the things I
listed, and I will try to be enthusiastic.
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I learned so much throughout everyone's presentations. Like why mosquito bites
itch. I thought it was just because they do, but we actually have a allergic reaction from
the mosquito's saliva, which makes the bite a bump, and makes it itch. I learned
probably like 40 things, but the most interesting one was why the sky is blue. It is blue
because of the light from the sun scatters around in the sky, and the colour that shows L
is blue. Then when the sky is red, like in the evening at sunset, it's the same thing. The
light from the sun scatters and it makes the, colour red. Some people alsod really

good ideas such as cue cards, power points, and diagrams.
On my next presentation, I want my presentation to be the best out of the class.
So I will work really hard and memorize my speech so I barely have to look down. I will
be enthusiastic and I will do and try my best!
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By: Jordan Kikukawa
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I Wonder Reflection

ve important skills needed for presentations are as
follows. Eye contact, pacing, loud and clear voice, posture,
and look confident.
I especially liked it when students explained their topic
through diagrams and pictures. It made it easier to
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understand what they were trying to say. I liked it when the
rese rch answers were fully answered, and completely JV-)(\ (( ).,f
o the audience and for the audience to better
undes?and. I also liked it when the presenter looked
- AV I
confident about his or her answers. It made the presenter
look like he or she really knew what he or she was talking
about.
For my next presentation I need to work on my eye
contact. I will begin to do this better by memorizing my lines
so I can look up more often. I will also work on making my
answers clearer and gathering extra information in case I
am asked a question that I did not know
he top of my
head. I also need to talk to the audience instead of telling
them about my topic, I will actually try to teach them.
Some important points I learned were... only female
mosquitoes bite, parrots don't have vocal cords, horses only
sleep for 3 hours a day, male pattern baldness is genetic for
both male and female, and aero chocolate bars are madeL
by blowing air while it dries.
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By: Juliana Perez
Class: 7Vermeylen
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2009

My I wonder... Personal Assessment
Important presentation skills are:
•

Talk at a normal pace

• Practice
•

Know and enjoy your topic

•

Bring in/use a visual

•

Have eye contact (with the audience not the waU or your script)

•

Be Prepared

•

Make connections & analogies

•

Know extra facts on your topic

•

Use words in your vocabulary

•

Explain 'big' words

•

Say "Hl!"

•

Talk, DON"T read

•

DON"T mumble or stutter

•

DON"T lose your script
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I feel that I did exceptionally well on my presentation{I:
•

Had eye contact

•
•

Used a visual (multimedia: video from YouTube) that I explained
Answered every question

•

Spoke clearly and loudly,

•

Had Fun
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For my next presentation I will do the following to improve my presentation(s)
•

Talk at a regular pace ( a little slower)

•

Talk to a knowledgeable person in that field

•

Make or bring something in.

•

Have a large poster and pictures

•

Use someone from the audience as a volunteer
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Presentation elements that stand out C:,
•

A large poster - Sierra - Shark Finning

•
•

Use of multimedia - Me (Juliana) - video - ozone layer depletion
Brought in a visual - Trevor - a skate

•

As, partners, they scripted together a conversation - Amanda & Helen - Yawning
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Things that I learned:
•

By 2063, we could be dead. - Juliana P. Ozone layer depletion

•

Save the Sharks. Save the Ocean. - Sierra M. Shark Finning

•

No one knows why yawning is contagious. Amanda A. & Helen L. Yawning

•

Snakes that don't shed all their skin can grow ill from parasites on the old skin. Alex J.
Why Snakes shed their skin

•

Skate blades are glued to the boot. - Trevor How are skates made'

•

The first computer wasn't electronic. - Tasfia A. Who made the first computer

•

Use your visuals

•

Remember to speak to the class, not read

•

Choose something you're interested in, you'll do a better job that way

•

Involve the audience

•

Make sure we know that you're done
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I Wonder Reflection
The I wonder Presentations were really neat and here
are some ref lections kV I have. Five things that are important"
when dong a presentation are eye contact, speaking loud,

knowing what you're talking about, making your topic
interesting, speak slow and clear, and have good solid facts to
back up your topic. liked how in Mac's presentation he had
0;4.1 power point. Quite a few people also had power points and
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they make the presentation much more interesting. It was
cool in Hygiens presentation when she drew out the pictures
how avalanches happen. It was very helpful when Austin

showed us a video about the car engine. ext time I really
should make a power point or at least bring in arartif
oring inc
picture. My presentation was a bi
did a god job on
anything to show the class. I did tti'
ome stuff. I got some goods id facts in my presentation and

I made a pretty cool poster. here s still some stuff I would
like to make better. Five things I could have done better is
make it more interesting, explain my topic better, use cue
cards, bring a artifact or a diagram, and speak louder. I
learned from Sarahs presentation that using pictures of
yourself in a PowerPoint looks cool. I wonder presentations
were awesome and I had lots of fun.
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